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About This Game

Cakes, pizzas, cookies, burgers, ice cream...

...now that we have your undivided attention, welcome to The Food Run - a colourful, classic puzzle game with a few tasty
twists! The aim of each puzzle is simple - all you have to do is eat everything you can see on the screen. Unfortunately you'll

find that once you set off in a certain direction to commence eating, you just can't stop (just like in real life)! You'll also have to
contend with lots of weird and wonderful objects that will help or hinder your progress on the way to ultimate gluttony.
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The Food Run contains 64 unique puzzles across eight themes. Each level has a star rating from one to three, with three stars
only being awarded for completing a puzzle in the lowest possible number of moves.

The Food Run is addictive, nutritionally-balanced and deliciously difficult!
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Title: The Food Run
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Battenberg Software
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2016
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rip off of paper mario. Dont buy the full game its garbage.. After reading the reviews and playing the game for about an hour I
had no idea, what on earth were all these people complaining about. Just another hack'n'slash, some minor bugs and a bit crude
graphics, I've seen worse.

Oh wait, no, I haven't.

Imagine a cave with 4 corridors. Small ones. Boring ones. You will spend the entire first chapter (I'm assuming they're of similar
length, so 1/3 of the game) in these 4 corridors. Tempting? Yeah, to me neither.... Everone lives in the uncanny valey. Kayaks
not allowed here.

Unlock all locations for kayaks damn it.. I love this type of games, but unfortunately this games controls and physics is to bad
and unrealistic.
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I really like the art and the characters.. It is like the base game but with more stalemates.. Good game for a couple hours of fun.
It's similar to FTL, but a bit lighter because it doesn't have as many different systems and mechanics. Still, it's well made and
really enjoyable. Maybe the developers will come back for a second part with more content:). Uninteresting story, dull combat
and a brand of humor I just couldn't appreciate.

. Really enjoying this so far! I'm a huge wimp so I'm easily scared anyway but it's a ton of fun so far. And for the price you can't
go wrong really.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4lmRNXRBcU&t=532s. let's get straight to the point - you like fast paced games that you
can jump right into and rack up a high score? you like gameplay that is easy to get into but difficult to master? you like super
cute pixel cats and dogs in lovingly crafted settings??? GET THIS GAME

I know it's only the second day after release, but this game is hella addicting! I am in the top 20 on the leaderboards but slowly
slipping down BUT I AM COMPELLED TO RISE UP AGAIN

Come beat my score lads, I dare you

If all this has not convinced you, watching the trailer has not convinced you, then consider watching my cringey  Let's Play in
which I am perhaps a bit too excited and at this point did not understand the fundamental gameplay mechanics but still had tons
of fun just seeing all the environmental elements that make up the gameplay! I've played a bit more since I recorded it so I can
tell you that there's way more stuff we didn't even get to in the video!

It's a good'n and indies like this make me excited for the industry overall. Got this in a Humble Bundle, however I would pay
full price for how good this software is.. Basically Starcraft 2.. I think the people talk about more vao takes on the game is
good!. Very, very good game! (Not Horror)
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